We review recent developments in nonlinear quantum transport through nanostructures and mesoscopic systems driven by thermal gradients or in combination with voltage biases. Low-dimensional conductors are excellent platforms to analyze both the thermoelectric and heat dynamics beyond linear response because due to their small size a small temperature difference applied across regions gives rise to large thermal biases. We offer a theoretical discussion based on the scattering approach to highlight the differences between the linear and the nonlinear regimes of transport. We discuss recent experiments on quantum dots and molecular junctions subjected to strong temperature differences. Theoretical predictions concerning the Kondo effect and heat rectification proposals are briefly examined. An important issue is the calculation of thermoelectric efficiencies including nonlinearities. Cross Seebeck effects and nonlinear spin filtering arise in superconductors and topological insulators while mixed noises between charge and heat currents are also considered. Finally, we provide an outlook on the possible future directions of the field.
Introduction
Nonlinear phenomena are common in nature. Certain effects occurring in the electronic transport through solids (diode behavior [1] , negative differential resistance in tunnel junctions [2] , Gunn oscillations [3] ) are unique to the nonlinear regime and can be only explained within theoretical models that include a nonlinear relation between the forces and the fluxes. In the quantum realm, electronic transport is dictated by the scattering properties of the conductor. The latter is typically attached to multiple reservoirs with well defined electrochemical potentials and temperatures deep inside the reservoirs. As a consequence of voltage or thermal shifts applied to these terminals, currents associated to both charge and energy flow through the sample. Importantly, this is a nonequilibrium problem and therefore nonequilibrium responses must be, in general, determined. In the linear regime (first-order perturbation in the shifts), an expansion around the equilibrium point allows us to express the responses in terms of the equilibrium potential. Linear responses then obey symmetry and reciprocity relations, as demonstrated by Onsager [4] . However, beyond linear response one needs to find the charge buildup on the conductor induced by the external shifts which in turn affects the sample potential. The problem thus becomes self-consistent and is generally difficult to solve. This paper presents an account of the most recent advances toward a clear understanding of the nonlinear transport properties of mesoscopic and nanoscopic systems when both driving forces (voltages and temperature biases) are active at the same time. Accordingly, it is expected that transport is dominated by thermoelectric effects and that not only charge but also heat dynamics play a significant role. The subject is important due to the nanostructures' ability to generate large gradients with moderate applied shifts (e.g., superlattices [5] and molecular junctions [6] ) and to their impact on the quest for energy harvesters and thermoelectric coolers with improved efficiencies [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
The Seebeck effect is the generation of a voltage across the conductor that counterbalances the applied temperature difference in open circuit conditions (zero net current) [12] . In the linear regime, the Seebeck coefficient or thermopower is thus given by the ratio of two responses: the thermoelectric and the electric responses. For macroscopic conductors the thermal gradient is small and the thermopower is independent of the temperature and voltage biases. In turn, the Peltier effect is the creation of a heat flow in response to an applied voltage in isothermal conditions (zero thermal gradient). In contrast to the Joule heat, which is quadratic in voltage, the Peltier heat is reversible: it changes direction if the electric field is reversed. Due to reciprocity, both Seebeck and Peltier coefficients are nicely related to each other. Whether or not this symmetry relation holds beyond linear response is one of the issues to be tackled in a nonlinear thermoelectric transport formalism. Finally, it is worth noting that heat can be also generated with a thermal difference in the isoelectric case (no applied voltage). Up to first order in the temperature bias, the response is constant and given by the thermal conductance. This Fourier law is not generally met in the nonlinear regime, where the heat now becomes a function of higher orders in a temperature expansion, and thermal rectification effects may arise [13] . This is an important point since the thermoelectric figure of merit, which is typically written in terms of linear responses only (electric conductance, thermopower and thermal conductance), should be generalized to the nonlinear regime as a ratio between the generated power (nonlinear current times voltage) and the nonlinear heat flow. Although this obviously has many practical implications, the interest in the scientific literature has been complemented with an elucidation of the fundamentals of electronic and heat quantum transport subjected to large fields. The results obtained in the last few years demonstrate that mesoscopic conductors behave in a remarkable way when they are driven far from equilibrium with both electric and thermal means.
We begin our discussion with a simple problem. Consider a two-terminal phase-coherent conductor. (The case of an arbitrary number of leads will be treated later). Let I (J) denote the electric charge (heat) current measured at the left (L) contact. The scattering approach yields the currents
where spin degeneracy has been assumed. Here, T (U, E) is the transmission probability for a carrier with energy E traversing the conductor with a potential landscape given by the electrostatic potential U = U(VL, VR, θL, θR) that defines the screening properties of the conductor. The potential is, quite generally, a function of position but here we consider the homogeneous case for the sake of definiteness. Crucially, U contains a nonequilibrium term that is a function of the applied voltages, VL and VR, and the temperature shifts, θL and θR. This term is determined from electron-electron interactions that govern screening effects out of equilibrium. Hence, the transmission depends on the applied driving fields and the dependence will be strongest for conductors with poor screening qualities as is usual in nanostructures. This dependence of the transmission probability on voltage and temperature will primarily emerge in the weakly nonlinear response (to leading order) because the Fermi distribution functions in Eqs.
(1) and (2) already depend on voltages and temperature shifts, fα(E) = 1/[e (E−E F −eVα )/(T +θα) + 1], where EF is the common Fermi energy and T is the background temperature. Therefore, it is natural to first examine the weakly nonlinear regime since it will provide us with useful information on the nonequilibrium screening properties of the nanostructure. A generic mesoscopic conductor is coupled to multiple terminals labeled with α, β, γ. . . These reservoirs have different voltage biases V and temperature shifts θ away from a background temperature, causing a flow of charge I and heat J that traverse the sample. Eventually, the conductor can be capacitively coupled to a nearby gate with potential Vg . Importantly, the electrostatic landscape U of the nanostructure depends in the nonequilibrium case on the set of voltage and thermal gradients applied to the coupled reservoirs.
Scattering approach and weakly nonlinear transport
A mesoscopic conductor is coupled to reservoirs labeled with Greek indices α, β. . . (see Fig. 1 ). These terminals are in local equilibrium with definite electrochemical potentials µα = EF + eVα and temperatures Tα = T + θα. The charge Iα and the heat Jα currents flowing into the conductor are respectively expressed as
where
. The probability amplitude for a carrier to be scattered between leads β and α is denoted with s αβ . Here, we consider stationary fields only. Therefore, current conservation demands that α Iα = 0 while heat flows satisfy a conservation rule including the Joule terms: α (Jα + IαVα) = 0. For the two terminal case, use of these conservation laws leads to Eqs. (1) and (2) defining the transmission as T = Tr s † LR sLR. Equations (3) and (4) express nonlinear relations between the fluxes, Iα and Jα, and the driving fields, Vα and θα. We can make an expansion up to second order in the fields [14, 15] ,
where the linear responses are given by [16, 17] 
It is important to remark that these four coefficients are evaluated at the equilibrium potential (the electrostatic state characterized by Vα = 0 and θα = 0 for all α). As a consequence, the basic principles of the theory of irreversible processes in thermodynamics can be invoked to show that the thermoelectric (Seebeck) conductance L and the electrothermal (Peltier) response R are related via R αβ = T L αβ . There also exists an equivalence between the electric G and the thermal K conductances but it only holds at very low temperatures and for structureless contacts. This can be seen from a leading-order Sommerfeld expansion of the latter equations,
from which it follows that
2 the Lorenz number (Wiedemann-Franz law). We note that our discussion has assumed no magnetic effects. In the presence of an external magnetic field B, the reciprocity relations must take into account the opposite directions of the field. Microreversibility imposes that the equilibrium part of the electrostatic potential be an even function of B, i.e., Ueq(B) = Ueq(−B). Hence, the matrices formed by the coefficients given by Eq. (7) satisfy
, and R(B) = T L t (−B), with t denoting transpose of the matrix. The first equality is a cornerstone of mesoscopic physics [18, 19] . In the absence of inelasticity (see, however, Refs. [20, 21, 22] ), one additionally obtains the relation L(B) = L t (−B), which has been experimentally demonstrated [23] using a ballistic cross junction with an inserted asymmetric scatterer [24] .
Let us now turn to the nonlinear case. The main difference with the linear coefficients is that the nonlinear responses depend on the voltage and temperature shifts. This is clear from the explicit expressions:
Since the A functions are defined in terms of the scattering matrix, s αβ = s αβ ({Vγ }, {θγ }, E), which depends on the set of applied voltage and temperature shifts, we need a theory that determines the variations of the screening potential to changes in the electrochemical potentials and temperatures. To this end, we expand U up to first order in the driving fields,
uα = (∂U/∂Vα)eq is a potential susceptibility (characteristic potential) that measures the fluctuations of the screening potential to voltage biases [25, 26] . On the other hand, zα = (∂U/∂θα)eq is the corresponding potential susceptibility for temperature differences [14] . In a mean-field approximation, both potentials satisfy the differential equations
Here, Π is the Lindhard polarization function and D p α is the particle injectivity,
The particle injectivity represents the density of states associated to those carriers that are incoming from lead α independently of the receiving contacts. Finally, D e α is the entropic injectivity,
Since (E − EF )/T is the entropy of a carrier with energy E relative to the Fermi energy, this contribution describes a weighted density of states that enters both the heat transfer and the thermoelectric current beyond linear response. The sum of Eqs. (13) and (14) allows us to calculate the bare charge injected into the sample from lead α either electrically or thermally. The theoretical description is closed by making in Eq. (9) the replacements
which are valid in the WKB approximation (long wavelength limit).
This nonlinear theory of thermoelectric transport can be applied to a variety of situations. We [14] compute the current-temperature characteristics of a quantum dot and find nonlinear contributions to the thermopower. Interestingly, these contributions are nonvanishing in the zero temperature limit unlike the linear coefficient. Heat rectification effects and violations of the Wiedemann-Franz law in resonant tunnel-barrier systems were reported in Ref. [15] . Meair and Jacquod [27] find that the thermoelectric efficiency in the nonlinear regime differs from linear-response theory predictions for heat engines and refrigerators based on quantum dot setups and quantum point contacts. Reference [28] analyzes the range of validity of a linear theory and the conditions under which the thermal nonlinear terms should be taken into account. Hwang et al. [29] discuss departures of the Onsager relations in the nonlinear responses that were observed in the experiment [23] . These magnetic-field asymmetries are already present in the isothermal case, as shown theoretically [30, 31] and experimentally [32, 33, 34, 35, 36] . The reason is that the nonequilibrium potential need not be a symmetric function of the magnetic field and the asymmetry is precisely proportional to the electron-electron interaction strength. The Onsager symmetries can be recovered in chiral quantum Hall antidot systems but the effect is not universal and depends on the gate potential. The symmetry breakdown has been also discussed in nanowires in connection with the efficiency of thermoelectric conversion [37] .
Quantum dots
Quantum dots are electron droplets that confine the charges in three dimensions, thereby enlarging the strength of electronic correlations. It is thus expected that nonlinear effects and interaction induced phenomena are more visible in these systems. One of the first thermoelectric experiments indeed reported an interesting observation. When the temperature difference applied across a two-terminal quantum dot increased, the created thermovoltage V th also increased as expected from the linear Seebeck effect. Nonetheless, for more intense heating currents (implying larger temperature bias) V th was observed to decrease down to zero, even becoming negative. The phenomenon was much more clearly analyzed by Fahlvik Svensson et al. [39, 40] . This observation is remarkable and has no analog in the purely electric case since for finite voltage the current is always nonzero. Here, for a large thermal gradient the thermoelectric current simply stops to flow due to an exact cancellation of charges flowing in opposite directions far from equilibrium. Small deviations from linearity as discussed in the previous section cannot account alone for the strongly nonlinear behavior. Therefore, a fully nonlinear model is called for. A single-level quantum dot with intradot Coulomb interaction can be described with the aid of the Anderson Hamiltonian,
where c † αkσ (c αkσ ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a conduction band electron in lead α = L, R with wavevector k and spin index σ = {↑, ↓} and d † σ (dσ) creates (annihilates) an electron with spin σ in the quantum dot. In Eq. (16) ε αk is the energy dispersion in the fermionic reservoirs, ε d is the position of the dot energy level (which can be tuned with a nearby gate), U is the dot charging energy and V αk is the tunnel coupling that hybridizes dot and leads' states. Within standard many-body techniques and in the wide band limit, the electric and heat currents are derived [41] 
in terms of the Fourier transform of the dot retarded Green's function,
]+ , and the tunnel broadenings Γα = 2π k δ(E − ε αk )|Vα| 2 . Similarly to the scattering approach where the transmission depends on the applied voltage and temperature shifts, here the Green function itself is a function of energy and the driving fields, G r = G r (E, {Vα}, {θα})), despite the fact that the interaction energy in the Anderson model is constant. The reason is that the Green function, even in the simplest decoupling procedure, depends on the mean occupation in the dot, which is a function of the electrochemical potentials in the leads and their temperatures. The problem then has to be solved self-consistently.
The experimental setup is depicted in the top left of Fig. 2 [39] . A nanowire quantum dot is attached to two electrodes with different temperature due to the passage of a heating flow. We then set I = 0 in Eq. (17) and find the corresponding thermovoltage V th for a given value of the thermal bias θ applied to the left lead. The results are shown in Fig. 2(a) [41] . The differential thermopower S = dV th /dθ is plotted in Fig. 2(b) as a function of the dot energy level. We observe that for small θ the thermovoltage is a linear function alternating its sign depending on whether electrons flow above or below the Fermi energy. For increasing θ, both V th and S become strongly nonlinear functions. For some values of the gate voltage, the thermopower vanishes if temperature is high enough and reverses its sign. (The particle-hole symmetry point corresponding to ε d = −U/2 trivially gives zero current independently of the value of θ). The experimental data [ Fig. 2(c) ] show a similar behavior, which can be ascribed to the presence of two resonances in the Coulomb-blockaded quantum dot (at energies ε d and ε d + U ). Thermally excited electrons from the left reservoir tunnel through these two channels but one should also take into account the presence of a flow of holes traveling from right to left that tend to fill the states of the left reservoir below the Fermi energy. As a consequence, the absolute value of the thermoelectric current can decrease, attain a nontrivial zero and finally reverse its direction. The thermovoltage mimics the behavior of the current as shown in both the theory and the experiment. We emphasize that this is essentially a nonlinear phenomenon without counterpart in the linear regime of transport. Analogous thermal rectification properties have been reported in the quantum dot literature [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] .
Kondo effect
For temperatures lower than the Kondo temperature TK, the unpaired electron in a quantum dot forms a many-body spin singlet with the reservoir electrons via higher-order tunneling effects. The thermopower S serves as a useful spectroscopic tool to probe the correlations that lead to the Kondo effect. This is so because the linear S is sensitive to the slope of the local density of states. For instance, the S shows a local minimum for temperatures approaching TK and changes its sign [47] . In the nonlinear regime, the differential thermopower defined earlier also changes the sign, indicating a destruction of the Kondo peak at large temperature differences. Even though the Wiedemann-Franz law is generally not satisfied, the ratio between the thermal and the electric conductance becomes a constant at very low temperatures suggesting the complete screening of the dot spin and the emergence of a Fermi liquid picture [48] . Reference [49] shows that the nonlinear thermopower is strongly affected by asymmetric coupling to the leads unlike the linear S and that in the nonlinear regime the Seebeck coefficient does not obey any simple scaling law with the asymmetry parameter. The degenerate double-orbital case is treated in Ref. [50] . Using a noncrossing approximation out of equilibrium, it is found that power output presents a maximum when the left electrode temperature is a few times larger than the right electrode temperature. This suggests that practical applications should look into the nonlinear regime for optimal efficiencies. Interestingly, the zero-bias anomaly (Abrikosov-Suhl resonance) connected to the buildup of the Kondo state breaks particlehole symmetry due to the interplay of large temperature gradients and potential biases [51] . Finally, while in the Coulomb-blockade regime the thermoelectric current can reach a nontrivial zero as discussed in Sec. 3, the Kondo state leads to multiple nontrivial zeros and sign reversals due to the splitting of the Kondo peak at finite voltage bias [52] .
Molecular junctions
When the investigated nanostructure is an atomic chain or a molecular complex, one can reach an ultimate degree of miniaturization that allows for fundamental studies of charge transport and heat dissipation. Lee et al. [53] built a thermocouple probe attached to single molecules and Au atomic junctions and measured the heat at the probe and the substrate in the large voltage bias regime. Quite generally, we can define a contact asymmetry ∆C , which quantifies the difference between the heat fluxes in the two terminals, and an electric asymmetry, which measures the heat current asymmetry at a fixed reservoir swapping the voltage biases V1 and V2:
To lowest order in a voltage expansion, both asymmetries agree (∆C = ∆E ≡ ∆) and ∆ is proportional to the thermopower of the junction. Therefore, molecules with asymmetric transmission lineshapes experimentally exhibit this phenomenon while the dissipated power is independent of the bias polarity in Au chains with transmissions showing a weak energy dependence. Reference [54] goes beyond the linear regime and finds that Joule heating dominates over Peltier cooling for most of the voltage range. The electrostatic control of thermoelectricity using a gate voltage is achieved in Ref. [55] , where thermal gradients as extreme as 10 9 K/m are reported. Reference [56] discusses dephasing and inelastic effects in the linear and nonlinear heat through a molecular transistor. The subject is important because molecules usually display vibrational modes that not only carry energy but also interact with the conduction electrons [57] . A phenomenological model using fictitious voltage probes is proposed (see left panel in Fig. 3) . Notably, the heat-current asymmetry is still found to be given by a renormalized thermopower that takes into account the transitions into and out of the probe (inelastic scattering). This relation holds at very low temperatures in which case a leading-order Sommerfeld expansion is valid. In the nonlinear case, the heat flux must include electron-electron interaction as discussed in Sec. 2. When the molecule is described with a double-barrier resonant model and a fluctuating energy level, rectification effects, JL(V ) = JL(−V ), are observed in the heat-voltage characteristics. More interestingly, particle-hole symmetry is broken in the nonlinear regime and for a small amount of incoherent scattering, see Fig. 3(a) . This breaking does not occur in the electrical asymmetry [ Fig. 3(c) Purely thermal rectification have been also predicted in molecular junctions [58, 59] . Based on a master equation approach, negative differential thermal conductance is found depending on the coupling to the thermal baths, which are described with a set of independent harmonic oscillators, and the presence of strongly anharmonic vibrational modes in the molecule. Leijnse et al. [60] also consider the charge currents within a similar theoretical framework and calculate the efficiency and the output power in the nonlinear regime. Maximal efficiency is reached when the level lies far above the Fermi energy in the leads. A combination of the scattering matrix formalism with the nonequilibrium Green's function approach also provides encouraging results for the nonlinear conversion of heat into useful work employing molecular bridges with electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions [61] .
Heat rectification and nonlinear Peltier effects
Heat rectifying mechanisms do not take place only in molecular junctions. For instance, Chang et al. [62] demonstrate thermal rectification in carbon nanotubes. However, in this work it is claimed that the responsible mechanism are solitonic waves of phonons. This is an interesting path of research but falls outside the scope of the present paper since we are here mainly interested in the electronic contribution to heat flows. An example is Ref. [63] , which proposes a heat diode based on Coulomb interactions between serially coupled double quantum dots. As a result of the combined effect of Coulomb blockade and reservoirs with different temperatures, heat flow strongly depends on the transport direction. Jiang et al. [64] consider the coupling between electronic and phononic degrees of freedom in the heat currents of a double quantum dot system. They find that inelastic processes lead to rectification effects and thermal transistor behaviors. The case of a purely electronic quantum dot is treated in Ref. [65] . It is argued that in the voltage-driven case the Joule term quickly surpasses the Peltier heat. Departures from Fourier's law are found in the thermal current, which monotonically increases with temperature difference θ. In fact, the differential thermal conductance scales as 1/θ for large driving fields θ, showing a great sensitivity to gate voltages. In general, Fourier's law is generally violated in nanoscale junctions [66] Furthermore, the KelvinOnsager relation is shown to break down in the nonlinear regime, the deviation being larger for positions of the dot level far away from the electron-hole symmetry point. These results are valid when sequential tunneling processes are dominant. However, when the background temperature is of the order or lesser than the coupling to the leads, cotunneling mechanisms take over and charge fluctuations should then be taken into account. Gergs et al. [67] consider nonlinearities in the heat transport due to virtual occupation of the charge states and predict a strong negative differential heat conductance that provides spectroscopic information about relaxation processes mostly invisible to the electric current. Therefore, general discussions on theoretical formalisms for nonlinear quantum heat [68, 69] are needed to pinpoint the relevance of heat fluxes in applications and fundamental microscopic research.
The first works that investigated nonlinear cooling effects due to higher-order Peltier heat formulated semiclassical models suitable for small systems. In Ref. [70] a kinetic equation is solved for the electronic distribution function f of a metallic microconstriction beyond linear response. The leading-order nonlinearity in the Peltier coefficient resembles an effective temperature that dominates at low T . The theory assumes a constant relaxation time approximation. A Zeberjadi et al. [72] perform a Monte Carlo simulation for the Boltzmann transport equation governing electron dynamics in doped bulk semiconductors and find that nonlinear Peltier effect can cool thin film devices at low temperatures. Thin films are also the subject of interest in Ref. [71] , which obtains a thermopower expansion in powers of the temperature difference which depends on the spatial direction. Quantum point contacts are considered in Ref. [73] . Deviations from the Onsager relations are naturally found in the nonlinear regime. Additionally, the differential Peltier coefficient presents oscillations induced by an external magnetic field with increasing applied bias voltage. The experimental measurement of the nonlinear thermopower of a one-dimensional ballistic system reveals that, contrary to expectations, a linear-response model explains well the results [74] . Returning to the Peltier effect, Whitney [75] predicts that, for driving currents above a critical value, nonlinear cooling of point contacts can be achieved down to zero temperature.
Efficiencies in the nonlinear regime
As discussed above Eq. (1), the widely used Ioffe formula for the thermoelectric figure of merit depends on linear responses only [76] . Therefore, new methods to calculate efficiencies in the nonlinear realm must be devised. Reference [77] asks about the maximum efficiency of a quantum heat engine or refrigerator working with finite power output. The answer is provided by nonlinear scattering theory: there exists an upper bound to this efficiency, which can be attained in systems with 'boxcar' transmission functions as in chains of coupled quantum dots or molecules. The bounds influence nonlinear heating, work and entropy production [78] and are connected to the first and the second laws of thermodynamics. Moreover, the quantum bound on the heat current out of a particular reservoir limits the performance of the engine. However, the power output can be scaled up by connecting sidecoupled quantum dots without lowering the efficiency [79] . The optimal transmission probability is not just a rapidly varying function around the Fermi energy as in the linear regime but needs to include the different Fermi functions in the leads, and is thus dependent on the applied temperature gradient and voltage bias. An alternative is to use gated semiconducting nanowires, which show high efficiency in the presence of disorder [80] . The transmission can be then appropriately tuned with a gate voltage to be large for certain energy ranges. Threeterminal setups have also practical advantages due to a spatial separation of hot and cold baths that facilitates a reduction fo leakage heat currents [81] . In the nonlinear regime, the maximal output power and efficiency remain without modification despite nonequilibrium screening can affect the optimal distace between the dot energy levels [82] .
Miscellaneous topics: superconductors, topological insulators, noise
Thus far, we have considered normal leads and fluxes that do not fluctuate in time. Very little is known when more exotic materials (superconductors, topological insulators) or noise correlations come into play beyond linear response. We now give a brief account of the latest developments. We begin with the superconducting case. Nonlinear thermoelectric currents were investigated in Ref. [83] . A quantum dot sandwiched between a normal lead and a superconducting electrode offers a unique opportunity to examine cross effects. Since Andreev processes [the retroreflection of an electron as a hole at the superconducting interface or vice versa, see Fig. 4 (a) and (b)] depend on the Fermi distribution of the normal lead only, the Andreev current disappears to all orders in the temperature bias and no thermopower can then be generated due to the particle-hole symmetric nature of Andreev processes. However, in the nonlinear regime of transport the cross term described by the M αβγ coefficient in Eq. (5) is nonzero. As a consequence, the Andreev transmission, which shows a typical double peak structure as in Fig. 4(c) , becomes shifted as the temperature bias applied to the normal lead increases (the superconducting side remains cold). These effects dominate in the subgap regime. For larger energies, quasiparticle currents are to be considered and the pure thermoelectric response can now be finite. In fact, the quasiparticle contribution is largest at finite voltages, which boosts the nonlinear thermovoltage when the coupling to the superconducting reservoir is greater than the coupling to the normal metal. Hybrid systems are also relevant when one examines the heat currents. A thermal diode has been experimentally realized in a normal-insulator-superconducting junction with a highly efficient rectification parameter [84] . The working principle of this device is the strong temperature dependence of the superconducting density of states [85] . Strikingly, thermal rectifiers with extremely high rectification values have been proposed in similar tunnel-junction setups without superconductors [86] . The key point here is to have three metallic islands and the central electrode coupled to a phonon bath.
Two-dimensional topological insulators exhibit quantum spin Hall effect due to the existence of gapless edge states that exhibit spin-momentum locking: opposite spins belonging to the same channel propagate in opposite directions [87, 88] . Quantum spin Hall conductors with artificial backscattering centers would provide spin-filtering effects. An illustration is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5 . The topological insulator is connected to two terminals (1 and 2) and the helical edge states are plotted with straight lines with different colors depending on the spin direction. In the center of the sample, a potential hill (antidot) can be formed with external gates. It supports a resonant level that deflects electrons between the upper and lower edge states. We also consider capacitive couplings between the dot and the edge states. In linear response and in the limit of vanishingly small couplings to the dot, the system conductance is quantized as 2e 2 /h. In the nonlinear regime, electron-electron interactions are treated within a Hartree (mean-field) approach [89] . Remarkably, the nonequilibrium potential becomes spin dependent when the dot is asymmetrically coupled to the edges since more electrons with a given spin direction are injected with a finite voltage bias. Hence, a spin-polarized current for both charge and heat emerges but only in the nonlinear regime. This spin polarization can be generated with thermal means only and vanishes in the zero temperature limit as the Seebeck effect. Interestingly, pure spin currents Is and Js can be created for zero charge currents. The latter constraint can be accomplished with a thermovoltage in response to a temperature bias θ. The numerical calculation is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) . The inset shows a comparison between the numerical and the analytical results. In both cases, the leading order goes as θ 2 . Therefore, the effect is purely nonlinear. Figure 5 (b) shows the pure spin heat current as a function of the bias voltage. Here, a thermal bias should be generated to adiabatically isolate the conductor. Js is also quadratic in V at low voltages (see inset), again emphasizing the nonlinear origin of the spin polarization mechanism. The asymmetric coupling of the antidot is an essential ingredient of the spin-filter effect [90] . Furthermore, the sign of the spin-polarized current can be manipulated with a change of the voltage bias and the phenomenon is robust against the presence of interactions in the bar edges. For magnetic contacts, the unequal spin injection from the terminals already generates spin-polarized currents, which shows as an additional contribution to the interaction induced effect [91] . This, however, only takes place when the magnetic moments of the leads are in a parallel configuration because in the antiparallel case the linear conductance coefficients become spin independent due to to symmetry relations. A pure spin current can be also generated in a serially coupled double quantum point contact built on a two-dimensional topological insulator that is attached to two reservoirs in the presence of a thermal gradient [92] . In contrast to the charge current, the spin current arises in the nonlinear regime only and it can be tuned with a gate voltage or changing the distance between the point contacts. Interference effects due to scattering from multiple quantum point contacts in fractional quantum Hall systems are investigated in Ref. [93] . The resulting heat current can rectify if two systems with different filling factors become coupled.
Dynamical fluctuations of currents is a fertile area of research in mesoscopic physics [94] . Fluctuations can be due to thermal agitation or to the quantization of charge and can reveal additional information about the internal energy scale and dynamics of an electronic nanostructure. For purely charge transport, noise power is expressed as a current-current correlation function. In the presence of heat flow, one now also has the possibility to examine cross correlations between the charge and the heat currents. For a three-terminal quantum-dot energy harvester it is found that charge-heat fluctuations are maximal for optimal configurations where Carnot efficiency reaches a maximum value [95] . Moreover, transitions between sub-and super-Poissonian noise are identified. The mutual correlation between charge and heat fluctuations is explored in Ref. [96] for both the linear and nonlinear regimes. While the linear response case is characterized by equal ratios between the mixed noise with respect to the product of charge and heat noises, in the nonlinear regime these ratios differ, pointing out another fundamental contrast between the two regimes of transport. The noise can be generalized to all orders using a cumulant-generating function, which fulfills a fluctuation theorem. An expansion in the affinities reveals that the nonlinear conductances are connected to the linear-response noise to leading order [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102] . For the case of heat transfer, Ref. [103] shows, after integrating out the energy fluctuations of a probe electrode, that the two-terminal heat-heat correlator is also related to the nonlinear thermal conductance.
Summary and outlook
Although the field of nonlinear quantum thermoelectrics and heat is still in its infancy, it has already produced a number of remarkable results. Understanding the flow of electrons in mesoscopic and nanoscale systems beyond linear response requires a detailed knowledge of the nonequilibrium interaction properties of carriers confined to low dimensions. In particular, symmetry laws fulfilled in the linear regime do not necessarily hold far from equilibrium. Rectification effects of a pure thermal origin arise in temperature driven charge and heat currents. Furthermore, the nonlinear thermoelectric current can vanish in quantum dot systems and reverse its sign for a large temperature difference. These sign changes are also observed in the differential thermopower both in the Coulomb blockade and in the Kondo regimes, suggesting that the nonlinear Seebeck coefficient can be used as a complementary probe to study electronic correlations in nanostructures. The study of heat dissipation in molecular junctions have both fundamental and practical motivations. Asymmetric dissipation even in the presence of inelastic scattering occurs in the isothermal case whereas negative differential thermal conductances might be possible in molecular bridges. Heat rectification exclusively due to electron transfer may give rise to the implementation of thermal diodes for cooling devices and thermal information processing. Thermoelectric applications beyond linear response need a clear understanding of the efficiencies far from equilibrium. Steps in this direction have been given. Less is known about the influence of superconductivity and topological insulators. However, recent studies show the thermoelectric tuning of Andreev and spin-dependence transmissions using large temperature gradients. Furthermore, the simultaneous presence of charge and heat current naturally leads to interest in mixed noises with characteristic properties in the nonlinear regime of transport.
Rather than trying to now give an exhaustive list of open problems, we will just outline a few future prospects that, in our opinion, might become important. It is clear from our discussion that theory has advanced despite the inherent difficulty of the nonlinear regime and that there are a number of interesting predictions that should be tested experimentally. However, many of the obstacles for a rapid development of the field stem from the fact that the experimental manipulation of heat flows and accurate measurements of temperature gradients remain challenging. Also, from the theoretical side there are scarce works that go beyond the weakly nonlinear regime. To the best of our knowledge, theoretical discussions have been mostly focused on zero-frequency dc currents. Dynamics of heat and thermoelectric currents is an exciting subject that should also be treated beyond the adiabatic (small perturbations) regime. The question of strong electronic correlations is also open. Further investigations should consider the synergistic participation of electron-phonon and electron-photon interaction in the transport beyond linear response. The role of disorder has not been addressed either. One might also envisage the generation of self-sustained oscillations and chaos as prototypical nonlinear phenomena but driven by purely thermal means. This plethora of possibilities makes us foresee a field full of rewards and nice opportunities for the near future.
